FIVE ORIGINAL CHAKRAS
by Kent & Renee Miller
Our path unexpectedly opened with a bang. We weren’t searching for it; it wasn’t
even in our purview. In fact, we were on a completely different path, a religious
one, when our lives suddenly took a radical turn. The reason why we are leading
this lesson with this statement is this: we were carte blanche, a blank sheet, with no
knowledge of the spiritual matters we have now come to understand. That being
said, we have been completely taught by the spirit realm, augmented by our
questions regarding new words we were being introduced to. We had no
preconceived ideas, and, thus, were not influenced by prior teachings relating to far
east belief systems.

Our principal teachers, The Ancients, or ancient mentor/teachers of The Creator,
have taught us that many teachings were given to humanity eons ago, but that
mankind has inserted its own interpretations since. The understanding has
morphed over the years and taken on a new meaning, creating many
misconceptions. Chakras is one of those teachings. And so, when we say that
there are only five chakras, we usually draw the ire of well-studied people, as they
have been taught differently, they have been taught the modern-era version. But
hear us out, as what we have been taught by our mentors actually makes sense.
The chakras are energy centers for communicative purposes. This is a spiritualtype of communication and each energy center is designed to read and interpret a
particular type of vibrational energy produced by thought. Not all chakras have to
be activated at once for a communication, only the ones necessary to deliver the
understanding. We will initiate a communication through the first chakra, located
at the crown, through our thoughts, prayers, and emotions. This can also be
accomplished through a meditative or trance state. Our auric field interfaces with a
universal communication network within the charged particles of the gases that
make up our atmosphere that also surrounds our bodies. Communication may be
intercepted by another entity who will respond through a transfer of vibrational
thought waves which again travel the plasma network to our auric field.
Within our auric field is an invisible “door,” called a quillerium flap. It is situated
in front of the umbilicus. When we calm ourselves through meditation, our
vibration begins to rise. The higher vibration causes the quillerium flap to open to
allow the vibrational thought waves to enter our physical bodies. The quillerium
flap is the fifth chakra, which brings in the energy and opens communication. The
two most important chakras are the first, the crown, and the fifth, the quillerium
flap, as they connect to the universal plasma network, forming a loop of
communication. We send out our intention through our crown chakra and the
communicative response comes back to us, entering through the quillerium flap.
As the energy travels up our bodies through nerve-like sensory pathways, it may be
read by one or more other chakras. The fourth chakra, the heart, is the first to
receive the initial impact of the communicative energy, which leaves a vibrational
residue within the heart. This vibrational residue stores emotional memories of the
current life. That is why when someone receives a heart transplant, they begin to
experience memories of the donor. The heart chakra reads the emotion of the
vibrational communication and works with the second chakra, the pineal gland,
which can visualize the emotional vibration the heart is producing.

The third chakra, the throat, is able to interpret the vibrational waves to form the
meaning of sound into language. The second chakra, the pineal gland and “third
eye,” visualizes the intent of the communication.
The communicative energy enters our body, depending upon our unique physical
structure, and will travel upward parallel to the spine, to be read by one or more
chakras. Each chakra senses and translates the communicative energy by emotion,
language, and vision. Chakras are only activated during the communicative
process. The cerebral cortex of the brain, while in meditation or sleep, is able to
connect the dots, so to speak, correlating all the sensory data gathered to form an
interpretation of the communication.
The chi is a portal for life force to enter the body. Life force streams to habitable
planets and we are standing in the stream. The chi also allows other various
energies to enter our body, like emotion. It gives us the root feeling of the energy
force and affords us the instinct of life. Perhaps this spawned the idea of a
(separate) root chakra. So how did humanity come to believe that the survival
instinct and the pelvis/sexuality were governed by chakras? According to our
guidance, because both are very “strong” instincts, “inherent on man’s survival of
the species,” humanity assumed they were governed by chakras.
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